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Question
This question will demonstrate that a convergent Taylor series can also be
an asymptotic series. Consider the Taylor series expansion about the origin
of a sufficiently differentiable function f(x):
f(x) = f(0) + xf ′(0) +
1
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(x− t)nf (n+1)(t) dt.
(i) Write down the Poincare´ definition of an expansion with a gauge {xn}
which is asymptotic to a function f(x) at x = 0



















)n ∣∣∣f (n+1)(t)∣∣∣ dt.
(iii) Assuming that f (n+1)(t) is continuous on [0, x] then there exists a num-







(iv) Hence show that
Rn(x) = O(x
n+1),
and establish that the Taylor expansion is indeed Poincare´ asymptotic














= 0(xn+1) as x →
0+ (A)
1
for every fixed n ≥ 0.
With gauge {xn} as x → 0. This is the usual Taylor series expansion




































But consider the range of the integrand: t runs from 0→ x






















)n ∣∣∣f (n+1)(t)∣∣∣ dt as required.





















































Clearly this satisfies (A) as x→ 0+ so Taylor series is also asymptotic.
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